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Shepherd, Montana

7 Elite Herd Bulls $37,143
187 Red Angus and Hybred Range Bulls $4,679

Top Bulls:
Lot 1 LSF SRR Statesman 7024E sired by 5L Independence 560-298Y and out of a HXC Big Iron 0024X daughter sold for $100,000 to Costa Cattle Company of Scottsdale, Arizona and Bachman Cattle Farms of Chillicothe, Missouri.

Lot 2 LSF SRR Bold Ruler 7093E sired by LSF RHO Titonka Z721 and out of a HXC Sure Shot 2204Z daughter sold for $35,000 to Chile Beef of Santiago de Chile.

Lot 3 LSF SRR Grand Prairie 7039E sired by LSF RHO Titonka Z721 and out of a LSF Night Calver 9921W daughter sold for $35,000 to ABS Global of Deforest, Wisconsin.

Lot 42 LSF SRR High Line 7247E sired by LSF MEW Platinum 5660C and out of a LSF Takeover 9943W daughter sold for $33,000 to Debruycker Red Angus of Bynum, Montana.

Lot 9 LSF SRR Hedge Fund 7017E sired by H2R Profitbuilder B403 and out of a LSF Prospect 2035Z daughter sold for $20,000 to Alta Genetics of Balzac, Alberta, Canada.

Lot 7 LSF MEW X-Pansion 7698E sired by Redhill Ten X 104U 190A and out of a Brown Symmetry W7596 daughter sold for $20,000 to Lundgren Red Angus of Minco, Oklahoma and Key Red Angus of Gruver, Texas.

Lot 10 LSF SRR Mutual Fund 7012E sired by H2R Profitbuilder B403 and out of a LSF Night Calver 9921W daughter sold for $17,000 to Cooper Red Angus of Billings, Montana.

Lot 6 LSF SRR Undercover Agent 7223E sired by 5L Bourne 117-48A and out of a LSF Prospect 2035Z daughter sold for $10,500 to Sturdy Post Ranch of Ward, South Dakota.

Lot 151 LSF SRR Sure Intake sired by HXC Sure Shot 2204Z and out of a LSF Herdbuilder daughter sold for $10,000 to Leachman Cattle of Colorado of Wellington, Colorado.

Lot 22 LSF SRR Multi Tool 7452E sired by LSF Night Calver 9921W and out of a Laubach Challenger 8095 daughter sold for $10,000 to Hansine Ranch Partnership of Pierre, South Dakota.